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list the choices you made to install: Background: Basic skills: accessibility yes or no. Your first account: yes or yes, enter your
first account. Your Age: Enter your age for accessibility. Language Proficiency: Please indicate the language you know.
Secondly, select a profile: this is exactly what we need. Ask your question and click on the "Submit" button. Thus, we got into
personal messages, where you have the opportunity to answer questions during the day. If you don't want to answer or can't do it
at the moment, use the "Can't answer" button on the right. Thirdly, you can read the texts of the answers and thus work in
correspondence. How to do it? Check out the screenshot below. Here we see two tabs: Training and General The General tab
includes a lot of features that are of interest to you and me. By default, it is open and you can familiarize yourself with it. Let's
start in order. The first tab is "Settings". Here you can change: Open "Weather Informer" - allows you to find out the
temperature, precipitation, wind direction, etc. The tab can be changed. "Mobile informer" - shows your location, day of the
week, hour and weather in this point "Lunar calendar" - gives you the opportunity to see the phases of the moon. Lastly, you can
set the total duration of your workout and turn on auto-off. You can also set the Sleep mode, if it is provided. As you can see,
here you can configure everything you need. You can find detailed instructions here.Under "temperature" we will now consider
"Synoptic weather", which is expressed in two main gradations: In the first gradation, the temperature is measured constantly
(with plus and minus). The second gradation is conditionally constant. For example, the temperature is +20 and -20. The
temperature scale (0..+60) always shows +20. Variable temperature scale (+15..+80 also available) will always show +15
degrees.
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